Target audience
This comprehensive meeting welcomes general radiologists, radiology residents, specialised head and neck radiologists, all affiliated clinical and surgical specialties (ENT, maxillo-facial surgeons and dentists) as well as researchers in the area of head and neck diseases. The meeting is open to ESHNR members and non members.
Moreover, all radiologists, residents and clinicians involved in head and neck radiology are cordially invited to enlarge the spectrum of topics by submitting abstracts for short oral and poster presentations. You may choose from following presentation forms:
- Short oral presentations
- Educational poster presentations
- Scientific poster presentations

Congress Venue
Salzburg Congress
Auerpergstrasse 6
5020 Salzburg
Austria

Salzburg
Salzburg is unique – in every regard. Anyone who has ever immersed themselves in the magic of the world-famous City of Mozart can never escape it again. The harmonious interplay of landscape and architecture, art and culture, as well as traditional and modern, all within a surprisingly small area, merely adds to the special charm of this place.

Community
- Newsletter
- Personal ESHNR account
- Access to membership database

Congress
- Reduced registration fee
- Access to scientific & educational posters
- Awards for best oral & poster presentation

Education
- Scholarship and fellowship programmes
- European Board in Head and Neck Radiology Diploma
- Free online webinars
- Access to recorded webinars

For further assistance please contact the ESHNR Office at office@eshnr.eu. We look forward to welcoming you as a member of the European Society of Head and Neck Radiology.
Dear Colleagues,

Dear Friends,

We are both happy and proud to welcome you to the world-famous city of Salzburg, which originally prospered under the salt mining Celts between the 5th and 6th century BC. The city has been on the UNESCO World Heritage List since 1997 and has a long history of arts and culture. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the archbishop and prince Markus Sittikus (creator of the trick fountains in Hellbrunn castle) as well as the Von Trapp Family who gave rise to “The Sound of Music” – to name just a few – were all famous locals.

Even if you will be too busy to explore Salzburg (because you will be hooked by the interesting programme that awaits you at ESHNR 2020!), you can not help but fall in love with the city’s picturesque location. Located along both banks of the river Salzach, overlooked by Kapuzinerberg on one side, Festung Hohensalzburg on the other, with Schloss Mirabell right in the middle.

We endeavor to offer you the best of European Head and Neck Radiology, enlivened by guests from overseas and members of the European Society of Neuroradiology. At ESHNR 2020 we aim to give you the opportunity to learn from experienced and established presenters, but also to meet enthusiastic young researchers from all corners of our continent. In addition, we wish to build a lively community with a lot of discussion, personal exchange and interaction while maintaining a good balance between basic education and high-end science. Lastly, we hope to arm you with the means to provide the most professional service to your patients, guidance to your technicians and play a pivotal role in therapeutic decision making.

Your ESHNR 2020 Congress Presidents,

Prof. Soraya Robinson
Prof. Christian Czerny

The programme might still be subject to modifications.